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Screen Show Pro screen capture program lets you make videos of your computer screen with you talking
as the audio. Video is an essential part of modern communication. The world in general is attuned to
visual communication, the most effective way of sending a clear message to the viewer. The saying, "a
picture is worth a thousand words" has never been more true in our modern times. Video is the most
powerful way to get your message across, and is even more effective when the video includes narrative
speech. ScreenShow Pro helps you achieve both. Whether you are creating a product demo, business
presentation, training videos, or just want a simple and fast way to record what is on your screen,
ScreenShow Pro is the best software to use. ScreenShow Pro saves video files in standard AVI (Audio
Video Interleave) format. This ensures maximum compatibility with other software, as AVI is a format
editable in most current video programs. ScreenShow Pro lets you configure video and audio options for
maximum compatibility with your current applications. When you need to capture your on-screen activity,
ScreenShow Pro is the perfect application for recording to standard AVI files. Record everything on your
screen with just a few clicks of your mouse! Share your videos online, turn them into products, training,
and more. With ScreenShow Pro, you can: * Create Product Demos * Record Software Presentations *
Create Training Videos * Record Software Testing - recording steps taken for bugs, procedures, more *
Track your progress for software development * Record Streaming Videos * Create Flash presentations
from your AVI files ScreenShow Pro Overview System Requirements Microsoft Windows 95, 98, Me, NT
4.0, 2000, XP 400 MHz processor 64 MB recommended 4 MB of hard-disk space for program installation.
Uses of ScreenShow Pro There are many uses for ScreenShow Pro. Here are just a few of them: You
can create software demonstration by simply recording everything you (can) do with an application, from
mouse movement to menu presentation and options demonstration and pretty much everything you can
think of. You now have the chance to make a powerful presentation that will impress your audience.
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